ABSTRACT
THE INTRODUCTION
The current project have the characteristics of large investment scale, complex construction technology, construction period, many projects to participate in the unit, complex information communication, project information into the characteristics of exponential growth. And according to the relevant international data statistics: two-thirds of the problems in traditional construction projects are related to information exchange; 10% ~ 33% of the increasing cost in construction projects are related to the problems existing in the information communication; In large construction projects, the false of engineering change and information communication problems accounts for about 3% ~ 5% of total project investment. In recent years, our country's information construction has made remarkable achievements, but there are a lot of engineering project management informationization became the face of engineering, the function of the system is advanced, complete, but now only about 20% of a single function have been used, which does not raise the level of project management on the whole.
In this paper, by introducing the thought of whole life cycle management of fixed assets, we will let the existing building engineering turn solid management mode for change and innovation, advance project fixed transition to construction process, record construction process transfer solid marks, will procedure fixed assets, get panoramic view, for the completion of financial settlement services, management, realizing fixed assets can be traced back to improve the overall level of asset management. Ningbo cigarette factories "twelfth five-year" counted more than 50 billion for renovation project investment budget. In the process of implementing, it will preliminarily produce tens of thousands of copies of independent documents or materials (including design documents, contract documents, procurement files, funding, application form, schedule, etc.), involving suppliers around 250, it is of engineering project management put forward severe challenges. Therefore, we need to use information technology, to realize engineering management informatization, improve the level of project management and the economic benefit and social benefit of the project.
ENGINEERING PROJECT SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT STATUS
Our country has introduced the concept of project management, theory, organization, method and means from the industrial developed countries. In the meantime, the current information management organization, basic method and means also stay in the traditional way and mode. Application of information technology to improve construction efficiency, as well as the application of information technology in construction industry management and project management level and ability, is an important topic of the construction industry development in the 21st century.
Foreign project management software are: Primavera's P3, Artemis company's Artemis Viewer, NIKU Open the WorkBench, Welcom company's OpenPlan, which are all powerful software, and suitable for large, complex programs; Sciforma company's Project Scheduler (PS), the Primavera and IMSI's Turbo Project, etc. They are suitable for small and medium-sized Project. It is worth mentioning that the SAP Project Systems (PS) Module is also a good enterprise Project management software, and it supports for multiple operating Systems, can support and MS Project, P3 input/output, integration with SAP other products at the same time, and it can provide a more powerful enterprise application system, but its public information is not much, as shown in table 1.
The project management software, generally includes the following basic functions: (1) Task management -the WBS coding system, task constraints/deadlines, the logical relationship among each tasks, repetitive tasks, etc.;(2) Schedule management, task schedule, gantt chart, the critical path method, milestones, etc.;(3) Resource and cost management, resource priority/skill sets and unit price/cost, the availability of resources, distribution and redistribution of resources and the redistribution of evaluation, specify report task information resource object, resource balance/optimization, etc.;(4) To track progress and resources -comparison datum, earned value analysis;(5) Sorting, filtering, grouping,(6) Various tracking, evaluation, contrast of the state of the report and graphics;(7) Exchange data/file with other application;(8) Hypothesis/forecast analysis;(9) Security;(10) Multiple users, multiple projects;(11)Interface with other systems and application;(12) Support local area network or the Internet release project information, and (13) Project collaboration, etc.
The form above is contrast of commonly used functions and characteristics of the project management software in foreign countries, by the table, we can see that these ideas based on project management system of the implementation of project management software products at home and abroad is the common parts from all walks of life, but apparently, they are not to guide the user how to define a specific project scope of work, or how to clear the allocation of responsibility/tasks for specific project, and how to communicate with the owner and other participants. However, these are the very premise of the project management software to help users to improve the efficiency of management, and the project management software of fixed assets management rarely involves.
THE MANAGEMENT MODEL BASED ON THE LIFECYCLE OF THE PROGRESS OF THE FIXED ASSETS The Project Management Based on the Total Fixed Assets life Cycle
The predecessor of the fixed assets is the project under construction. This paper studies the whole life cycle management of fixed assets, which extends the logic of the project under construction management to the fixed assets management, considering the whole process of the asset investment planning, procurement construction, management use, exit and scrap. Focus on investment planning and purchasing, and bring forward the transfer of projects under construction to fixed assets to the construction process, record the evidence of transition of construction process fixed assets, procedure and make panoramic view of the fixed asset, for the completion and subsequent fixed asset management, and realize the whole life cycle management of fixed assets.
The Work Breakdown Structure of the project (the Work Breakdown Structure, hereinafter referred to as the WBS) of the final form of enterprise fixed assets, and the form in the process is cash flow, the carrier includes contract, payment, on-site visa, etc.. Through the system, relate all the information from the beginning to the end, make the process information clearer, traceable, finally realize the management of traceability of the fixed assets, as shown in figure 1 . 
The Project Management Coding System Based on the Concept of Fixed Assets Can Be Traced Back
The traceable core business processes
In order to store information systematically, search and process information conveniently, we need to encode the project management system, and build a one-to-one relationship between basic unit of all kinds of information with different code. In this paper, the research and establishment of the coding system is introducing the theory of whole life cycle management of fixed assets, based on the idea of fixed assets can be traced back, in order to realize the traceable management of the fixed assets as the design principles.
In this paper, the supplies back core business flow diagram using the Internet of things technology is shown in the figure. Supplies department centralizes purchasing of raw materials, if they are qualified then scan them in. It also includes warehousing picking and scanning outbound. When the materials processing is completed, the product would be tag a process code and then scanned to get out. Finally they reach the construction site. The trace of material at the construction site basically has rejected material, inventory, callout and scrap recycling, the material information must be filled in on time and checked by material management staff, etc. the supplies information through the various stages of the scanning would be recorded into the material traceability system. The project management progress can be traced. The Internet of things technology of project schedule management traces the core business flow chart is shown in figure 2 . 
Project schedule management based on the QR code coding system
RFID is the material trace technology widely used. Project schedule management coding system need to collect all kinds of scattered material data. Although RFID technology is advanced, the cost is high. Therefore, it's not suitable for materials management of the aspects of the progress. And code cost lower, and it's flexibly post, etc.
Realizing traceability information chain integrity is the key for material traceability implementation. The key lies in the choice of material identification coding scheme design. At present, the project schedule management involves WBS, projects under construction, document directory structure, contract, money, meeting minutes, circulars, reports, design drawings, suppliers, assets, etc. In the data analysis, on the basis of the analysis of the data, combined with the ideas of fixed assets can be traced back management, research the relationships of the data and fixed assets of traceability in code level. Consider the characteristics of the engineering progress traceability process, coding rules and technical feasibility. Formulate a set of format applicable to the project schedule management code and information exchange. As shown in figure 3 .Trace number set to 34, specific form is: supplier code + production batch + date + consumption parts. Supplier code consists of 8 digits; Production batch is provided by manufacturer and is made up of 10 digits; Consumption site code says using parts of the material, is composed of 10 digits, through this encoding identification traceability unit has the characteristics of uniqueness. 
DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF FOUR SYSTEMS System Development Framework
View Ningbo cigarette factories "twelfth five-year" technological transformation projects as system specific implementation application object, there are various types and uses information, such as: work breakdown structure, construction engineering, contracts, meeting minutes, letters, reports, drawings, suppliers, assets, etc. Through these information collection, sorting, analysis, in order to ensure real capital data precise and reliable in the system, the amount of investment in the system in the actual data through interface to get the financial data acquisition from the SAP system. System development based on B/S mode, design on three layer distributed J2EE application architecture (presentation layer, business layer and data service layer).Use the platform, modular to develop, using the Struts 2, spring, Hibernate2 open source framework. Use UML modeling tools to design model, to encapsulate a large number of application code and business processing logic code, provide the system program with reusability, flexibility and extensibility.
System development architecture, is shown in the figure 4: 
System Function Interface
Construction schedule management system application function framework, are shown in We can use this system to connect the flows from the project management, vehicle information, contract, payment, on-site visa from the beginning to the end, and make the process information clearer, traceable. Finally we can realize the traceability of fixed assets.
CONCLUSION
This paper Bases on modern project management theory as the guiding ideology, introducing the concept of whole life cycle of fixed assets management, respectively bases on cash flow and material flow as vertical line and horizontal line to control engineering project management. The concept of fixed assets can be traced back management is always a main line throughout the entire project. The investment planning, project procurement, check and acceptance, operation management and state management are all complementary. Research project schedule management model based on the concept of fixed assets can be traced back. Finally we get China Tobacco Industry Zhejiang Co., LTD Ningbo Cigarette Factory as the application object. Research and develop the actual project schedule management system according with Ningbo cigarettes factory. In the end, we realized the project management informatization, and traceability management of fixed assets.
